The Mansion, family owned for centuries, boasts a rich history. The house has been reconstructed taking the form of a contemporary interpretation of the neo-classical style. Highlights of the home include striking domes, thick walls and vaulted ceilings – the symbiosis of old and new results in an atmosphere of understated luxury and authenticity.

Archipel Mansion can accommodate up to 8 guests and consists of the Main House and the studio offering four double bedrooms and modern amenities. The décor is an eclectic mix of family heirlooms, modern pieces, old engravings, original paintings and treasures which are a feast to the eye. The effortless style is welcoming, comforting and one feels relaxed the moment you enter.

The property is united around a luxuriant, sun-drenched courtyard – perfectly suited to the summer island lifestyle. The courtyard offers a variety of outdoor possibilities, being surrounded by islets of gardens, planted with a medley of endemic and aromatic species. The nature and flow of the compound lends itself to freedom of movement and privacy for all. Our service is discreet, with an excellent concierge on hand to offer personalized information and an insight to the lesser celebrated parts of the island. Archipel Mansion allows for a perfect base to enjoy the Caldera on your doorstep and the numerous attractions Santorini has to offer.

Private & Authentic, with laid-back luxury at its best.
Our philosophy
"keep it extraordinary - keep it personal"

Whether you are looking for historical places of the world, sun-drenched beaches, a family getaway, or simply savouring the view, we look forward to sharing our elegantly crafted home with you.

Archipel Mansion is perched on the highest point of Fira, the capital of Santorini. Nestled in an unspoiled, discreet and historic neighbourhood it offers unsurpassed views overlooking the world famous Volcano and an ever changing 180 degree panorama of the Santorini Archipelagos.

Such is the power of the soul stirring vista that with its white-washed villages, black cliffs, and blue Aegean Sea, Santorini is justly one of the world’s top island destinations.

Luxuriant in an understated manner, Archipel Mansion is a private home, intended to host the modern traveler in refined comfort.

Our Concierge is prepared with precious insight into our guest wants and needs, with a finger on the pulse of the island. Offering an array of personalized services; arrival dinners, wellness treatments and tailored excursions – to name but a few - we are on hand to ensure that you get the most enjoyment out of your vacation.

At Archipel Mansion we aim to offer you our ideal balance of contemporary Greek island life: natural living, comfort and privacy. This is a place for quiet reflection - drawing inspiration from the extraordinary – leaving one feeling invigorated.